International

- Europe – Widespread Soaking Rain, But Dry In France And Southern Balkans
  - Soaking rain maintained adequate to abundant soil moisture for winter crop planting and establishment over central and eastern Europe, though the wetness hampered fieldwork and summer crop drydown.
  - Sunny skies and cool temperatures favored filling to maturing summer crops in France and Spain.
  - Dry weather lingered in southern Romania and northern Bulgaria, where moisture is needed for winter wheat and rapeseed sowing.

- Western FSU – Additional Showers, But Heat And Drought Lingered In The East
  - Showers in Ukraine maintained favorable prospects for filling summer crops, while locally heavy rain in western Russia improved soil moisture for upcoming winter wheat sowing.
  - Dry weather in southeastern Ukraine and southwestern Russia provided a welcome respite from recent downpours.
  - In Russia’s Volga District, extreme heat and dryness hastened corn and sunflower maturation.

- Eastern FSU – Hot, Dry Weather Favored Spring Grain Harvesting

- Middle East – Seasonably Dry Weather Favored Harvesting
  - Dry weather favored summer crop harvesting in Turkey.

- South Asia – Dryness Returned To Western India
  - Unseasonably dry weather in western India lowered soil moisture for cotton and oilseeds.

- East Asia – Favorable Rainfall For Summer Crops
  - Widespread showers in northeastern China and parts of the south continued to benefit immature summer crops.

- Southeast Asia – Seasonable Showers Return
  - A return of wet weather in Thailand and environs as well as the Philippines improved moisture supplies for rice, corn, and other summer crops.

- Australia – Good Crop Conditions
  - In the east, soaking rain sustained good to excellent winter crop prospects and further increased moisture supplies in advance of summer crop planting.
  - In the south and west, passing showers favored vegetative to reproductive wheat, barley, and canola.

- South America – Moisture Remained Limited For Wheat In Southern Brazil
  - Warmth and dryness persisted in wheat areas of Parana, Brazil, though beneficial showers were moving through Rio Grande do Sul.
  - Cool, sunny weather favored winter grains in Argentina.

- Mexico – Hurricane Nora Grazed The Southwest
  - Hurricane Nora generated heavy showers throughout southwestern Mexico.

- Canada – Widespread Showers Continued Across The Prairies
  - Rain brought drought relief but was untimely for spring grain and oilseed harvesting.